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Abstract

In this paper, we propose a Blind Identity-Based Identification (Blind IBI) scheme based on the
Guillou-Quisquater (GQ) scheme. Our proposed scheme combines the benefits of traditional
Identity-Based Identification (IBI) schemes that can authenticate a user’s identity without rely-
ing on a trusted third party with the Blind Signature (BS) scheme that provides anonymity. As
a result, the proposed scheme assures absolute user privacy during the authentication process.
It does not rely on a third party, yet the verifier can still be assured of the user’s identity with-
out the user actually revealing it. In our work, we show that the proposed scheme is provably
secure under the random oracle model, with the assumption that the one-more-RSA-inversion
problem is difficult. Furthermore, we demonstrate that the proposed scheme is secure against
passive, active, and concurrent impersonation attacks. In conclusion, the proposed scheme is
able to achieve the desired blindness property without compromising the security of the GQ-IBI
scheme it is based upon.
Keywords: blind GQ-IBI; blind IBI; blind signature; IBI; random oracle model; one-more-RSA

inversion problem.
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1 Introduction

The current world of the internet uses digital signatures that require certificates issued by
trusted third parties for the purposes of verification. Thismethod can be financially costly because
it involves the services of a third party. As such, the Identity-based Identification (IBI) schemes
were proposed. This class of schemes neither requires third-party certificates nor requires that
both parties be online during the verification process. This makes IBI schemes cheaper relative to
digital signature schemes.

IBI schemes have been used in various technologies such as facial recognition and smartcards
since their introduction. Recently published research works like [13, 2] focus on creating IBI
schemes or adapting existing IBI schemes to be used for a wide variety real world applications.
With the increasing concern about privacy vulnerabilities, there is a need for the current solutions
to be adjusted for an increase in privacy without compromising security. Blind IBI schemes are
IBI schemes that have the blindness property thus providing a level of anonymity. In IBI schemes,
user identity is public, but in Blind IBI schemes there is an option of obfuscating the user identity
for verification. We introduce the first Blind IBI scheme that is provably secure in the random
oracle model.

The RSA scheme which was introduced in 1977 is still widely used in the world today with
many stable libraries and optimized for old and modern processors. Due to this, we have chosen
to base our proposed scheme on RSA. Although RSA has some vulnerabilities shown by [1] and
while quantum computing can break RSA, it is still not widely available, thus making the risk
low for applications based on the RSA scheme. Even with the risk of quantum computing, our
RSA-based scheme is suitable to be deployed in low-risk and low-security areas where speed and
efficiency are paramount.

1.1 Definitions

The Guillou-Quisquater (GQ) identification scheme which is based on RSA, is one of the most
efficient and best known identification scheme derived from Fiat-Shamir . This work proposes the
first Blind Guillou-Quisquater IBI (Blind GQ-IBI) scheme that has the properties of both blind
signature and IBI schemes. Our Blind GQ-IBI scheme is provably secure in the Random Oracle
Model.

A Blind Signature (BS) scheme is a type of digital signature scheme where the message is
blinded, preventing the signer from knowing the content of the message being signed. Similar
to a digital signature system, a probabilistic algorithm (Gen) is used to produce parameters p,
q, e, d, and N . These parameters satisfy the equations N = p × q, ϕ(N) = (p − 1)(q − 1), and
e×d = 1 mod ϕ(N). Only the signer knows the secret key (d,N) while the user knows the public
key (e, N). The message M is blinded using re mod N where r is a random variable which is
non-negative, less than, and relatively prime to N . The blinded message is signed by the signer
using the d and then returned to the sender. The sender can unblind the signed blinded message
to receive the signed message due to knowing r.

The idea of ID-Based cryptography was introduced in 1985 by [12] as a means of eliminat-
ing public key certificates by using a public key bound to the user’s identity (string) like name,
email address, or telephone number. Using that as the foundation, the Identity-based Identifica-
tion (IBI) scheme was introduced in 2004 by [9] and can be summarized into four probabilistic
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polynomial-time (PPT) algorithms that are Setup, Extract, Proving and Verifying algorithms. The
setup algorithm uses a private key generator (PKG) algorithm with the input of 1k where k is the
security parameter to generate the global parameters (params) which are known publicly and
the master secret key (msk) which is known only to the PKG. Then the Extract algorithmwith the
inputs ofmsk and the public identity ID of the user is used to generate a private key d that is given
to each user. Proving and Verifying are interactive algorithms where a user can use the Proving
algorithm to prove to another who uses the verifying algorithm to prove his or her identity.

Identity-Based Blind Signature (ID-Based Blind Signature or IBBS) schemes have properties
that are a combination of blind signature schemes and ID-based signature schemes. In an IBBS
scheme, the identity of the user being issued the private key is not known to the issuer. An IBBS
scheme like an IBI scheme consists of 4 PPT algorithms. There are 3 phases, setup phase, extract
phase, and identification phase. In the setup phase, a private key generator (PKG) algorithmwith
the input of 1k is used to generate the params which are known publicly and the msk which is
known only to the PKG. In the Extract phase, the identity string of the user is blinded using a
random variable and sent to the issuer who signs it and sends it back. The user then unblinds the
blinded private key as he or she only knows the random variable. In the identification phase like
in IBI schemes, the Prover proves his or her identity to the verifier without revealing the private
key.

Blind IBI schemes simillar to IBBS have properties that are a combination of BS schemes and
IBI schemes. In Blind IBI schemes, the Issuer assigns the private key to users where the user’s
identity is not known to the Issuer. Blind IBI schemes fill a niche where multiple users can get
their user private keys anonymously without the issuer knowing their identity and allow users
the option to verify their identity anonymously or through their public identity. Relative to IBI
schemes, Blind IBI schemes provide additional capabilities and a higher level of privacy.

1.2 Related works

Blind Signatures (BS) were introduced by Chaum [4] in 1984 as the method for realizing un-
traceable payment systems that offer improved privacy, control, and auditability. The basic idea of
BS can be explained in the form of conducting a secret ballot. In a secret ballot, special envelopes
that are carbon lined are used so that a trustee can sign the envelope (verify it being valid)without
knowing the vote signed by the elector. The signer in a BS system does not know about what he
has signed but only that what he has signed is valid.

Moldovyan [11] examines the first implementation of Blind Digital Signatures using Russian
digital signature standards. He has also proposed protocols that conform with the signature veri-
fication equations based on the Russian digital signature standards GOST R 34.10-94 and GOST R
34.10-2001 for the implementation of Blind Digital Signatures. Moldovyan’s [11] work is an indi-
cation of BS schemes being practical and can be used with little effort. Schemes related to BS like
Blind-IBI, and IBBS will be just as easily available for implementation once adapted to the current
standards.

Coron [6] proposes a proof for Full DomainHash (FDH) schemewith a tighter security reduc-
tion. FDH scheme is a RSA-based signature scheme that is provably secure in the random oracle
model (ROM) assuming that inverting RSA is hard. The proposed FDH scheme is more efficient
due to the smaller RSA moduli used for the same level of security. The method used by him can
also be applied to the Rabin signature scheme, the Paillier signature scheme and the Gennaro-
Halevi-Rabin signature scheme. Our Blind GQ-IBI scheme is a modified version of the FDH-RSA
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scheme proposed by him.

The concept of IBI schemes was first formalized in Kurosawa and Heng [9]. A transforma-
tion technique has been proposed where any digital signature satisfying certain conditions can be
transformed to an IBI scheme with a tight security bond. Based on the proposed transformation
the first IBI scheme based on the hardness of gap Diffie-Hellman problem is introduced. Kuro-
sawa andHeng’s [9] work acts as the basis throughwhich secure IBI schemes can be derived from
any signature scheme satisfying the conditions like deriving Blind IBI scheme from a BS scheme.

Kurosawa and Heng [10] is the first to propose IBI schemes that are provably secure in the
standard model. The proposed scheme is based on the Boneh-Boyen signature scheme which is
secure in the standardmodel. The proposed scheme in their paper is secure against impersonation
under active and concurrent attacks if Boneh-Boyen signature scheme is existentially unforgeable
under adaptive chosen message attack.

An IBI scheme that is provably secure against impersonation under passive attack based on
the Computational Diffie-Hellman assumption and secure under active and concurrent attacks
based on the One-More Computational Diffie-Hellman assumption was introduced by Chin et al.
[5]. The proposed IBI scheme is based on the Waters signature scheme. Kurosawa and Heng’s
[10], and Chin et al.’s [5] work can be used for making the IBI schemes derived from [9] provably
secure in the standard model and against impersonation under passive attack.

Security Proofs for many IBI and Identity-Based Signature schemes have been provided in
[3]. This is done through a common framework that unifies and explains the area. The method
proposed by themallows easy implementation of any one-way function like IBI and Identity-Based
Signature schemeswithout randomoracles. Weuse the one-more-RSA-inversion proof introduced
by [3] to show the security of the Blind GQ-IBI scheme in this work.

There have been many papers proposing IBBS schemes using bilinear pairing. The computa-
tional cost of bilinear pairings is approximately 20 times higher than that of scalar multiplication
over elliptic curve group. Due to this, He et al. [7] proposed the first IBBS schemewithout bilinear
pairings using the elliptic curve that is provably secure in the random oracle model. The advan-
tages of the IBBS schemeswithout bilinear pairings include faster running time and smaller size of
signature without compromising the security of the scheme. Blind IBI schemes and IBBS schemes
have similar properties making the two kinds of schemes ideal for comparison and conversion
between them while maintaining their privacy and security.

The contribution of this paper is the development of the first Blind GQ-IBI scheme that is prov-
ably secure under the random oracle model. The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the
proposed solution is explained. In Section 3, the results obtained from this work and the discus-
sion is presented. The conclusions are presented in Section 4.

2 Methodology

2.1 Blind IBI

A Blind IBI scheme is composed of 3 entities which are the Trusted Authority (TA), User, and
Identifier. Blind IBI schemes use 4 algorithms which are the Setup, Extract, Prover and Verifier.
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Figure 1: Blind Identity-Based Identification Scheme.

The TA runs the Setup algorithm. The Setup algorithm takes a security parameter as input to
generate the params andmsk. The params is published while themsk is kept secret. The Extract
algorithm is run by the TA and User given the inputs of user identity (ID), msk, and params to
generate a user private key dID which is then sent to the signer.

The Extract algorithm, also known as the Issue algorithm, consists of 3 sub-algorithms that are
run by the User and the TA. The User uses a Blind algorithm that takes a random string (r) and a
hash of ID (m) to generate a blinded message (m̃). m̃ is sent to the TA who generates a blinded
user private key σ̃ using the BExtract algorithm and sends it back to the User. The User uses the
Unblind algorithm with the input of r and σ̃ to produce the unblinded user private key σ.

The Prover and Verifier algorithm interact together through an identification protocol to verify
the identity of the user. The identification protocol is derived from the Sigma protocol consisting
of commitment, challenge, and response. Here the User is the Prover, and the Verifier is the entity
to whom the User wants to prove their identity. The Prover first sends a commitment (CMT )
to the Verifier who replies with a random challenge (CHL). The Prover then sends a response
(RSP ) based on the user private key σ and the challenge to the Verifier, who then accepts or rejects
the Prover’s identity. With the inputs ofCMT , CHL,RSP ,m, and params, the Verifier algorithm
outputs 1 if User identity is verified or 0 otherwise.

2.2 Blind GQ-IBI

Blind GQ-IBI consists of 4 algorithms: Setup, Extract, Prover and Verifier. In the setup phase,
a key generation center (Keygen) uses an algorithm Krsa with the input 1k to generate p, q, N , e
and d. N is the product of two distinct large odd prime numbers (p and q). e and d are random
positive numbers less than N such that e× d = 1 mod ϕ(N), where ϕ(N) = (p− 1)× (q − 1) is
Euler’s totient function. ’k’ is the security parameter used by theKeygen. The params, consisting
of N and e is known to the public and the msk, consisting of d is known only to theKeygen.
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Algorithm 1 Blind GQ-IBI
1: procedure KeyGen(1k)
2: (N, e, d)← Krsa(1

k)
3: e× d = 1 mod ϕ(N)
4: params← (N, e)
5: msk ← (d)
6: return (params,msk)
7: end procedure
8: procedure Extract(m,msk)
9: User:
10: m = message = H(ID)
11: r ← Z∗

N

12: m̃ = mre mod N
13: Issuer:
14: σ̃ = m̃d mod N
15: User:
16: σ̃ = m̃d mod N
17: σ̃ = (mre)d mod N
18: σ̃ = mdre∗d mod N
19: σ̃ = mdr mod N
20: σ = σ̃ × r−1 = md mod N
21: return σ and σ̃
22: end procedure

In the extract phase, there are 2 parties which are the user and the issuer. The user uses their
public identity (ID), which can be any string, such as their email address, passport number, etc.,
to generate a user private key (usk), also known as the user secret key. m is the hash of the user
ID, r is a random number used to blind the hash of the user ID, m̃ is the blinded m, σ is the usk,
and σ̃ is the blinded usk.

The user hides his or her identity using a random number r which only he or she knows. The
blinded user ID, m̃ is sent to the issuer. The issuer does not know to whom he or she is signing
the m̃ for. The issuer returns σ̃ to the user. The user is able to extract σ from σ̃ as he or she only
knows r.

The identification protocol consists of the Prover and Verifier. The prover knows the pub-
lic key (pk) and the secret key (sk) while the verifier only knows the public key. In the con-
ventional version as shown in Figure 2, the pk consists of N , m and e, and sk consists of σ. If
V (e, σ, CMT,CHL,RSP ) returns 1 then it is true, and 0 then it is false.
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P (Prover) V (Verifier)

(pk, sk) (pk)

y ← Z∗
N

Y = ye mod N,
Y−−−−−→

(CMT )

c← {0, 1}l(k),
c←−−−−

(CHL)

z ← yσc mod N,
z−−−−→

(RSP )

ze ≡ Y mc.

Figure 2: The Conventional Identification protocol Version.

The completeness of the conventional identification protocol is shown in Equation 1.

ze ≡ (yσc)e ≡ yeσce ≡ ye(md)ce ≡ yemc ≡ Y mc. (1)

In the Blind Identification protocol version as shown in Figure 3 is the same as the conventional
version, except that the pk consists of N , m̃ and e, and sk consists of σ̃. Therefore, V (e, σ̃, CMT,
CHL,RSP ) returns 1 if true and 0 if false.

P (Prover) V (Verifier)

(pk, sk) (pk)

y ← Z∗
N

Y = ye mod N,
Y−−−−−→

(CMT )

c← {0, 1}l(k),
c←−−−−

(CHL)

z ← yσ̃c mod N,
z−−−−→

(RSP )

ze ≡ Y m̃c.

Figure 3: The Blind Identification protocol Version.

In Equation 2, the completeness of the blind identification protocol is shown.

ze ≡ (yσ̃c)e ≡ yeσ̃ce ≡ ye(m̃d)ce ≡ yem̃c ≡ Y m̃c. (2)
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3 Results and Findings

In this section, a will represent the secret key d, and b will represent the public key e. In addi-
tion, e is now used as the base of the natural logarithm for this section. The security definition of
the IBI scheme from [8] applies similarly to the Blind IBI scheme, as shown below
Definition 3.1. A Blind Identity-based Identification scheme is (t,qI ,ϵ)- secure under passive (active and
concurrent) attack if for any passive (active and concurrent) impersonator I who runs in time t,

Pr[I impersonates] < ϵ,

where I can make at most qI extraction queries and ϵ represents the advantage of the impersonator.

3.1 Impersonation through passive attacks (imp-pa)

The security proof of an IBI scheme in [8] can be applied to a Blind IBI scheme if the latter
satisfies the same requirements as the former. A Blind IBI scheme is secure under impersonation
through passive attacks if it satisfies the 3 properties of completeness, soundness, and zero knowl-
edge.

The identification protocol in our scheme is a 3-move canonical protocol, as shown in Figures
2 and 3, where if the P knows σ or σ̃ then the V always accepts. Therefore, the identification
protocols of our BlindGQ-IBI scheme satisfy completeness. The identification protocol is designed
in such a way that the V does not need to know σ or σ̃ to verify the identity of the P . Therefore,
this satisfies the zero knowledge condition.

We can prove that our Blind GQ-IBI scheme satisfies soundness using the soundness extractor
as follows. Suppose that (y, c1, z1) and (y, c2, z2) are two transcripts that are successful. Then,

zb1 = ymc1 mod N and zb2 = ymc2 mod N.

From the above equation,
(z1/z2)

b = mc1−c2 mod N.

Since b is a prime and −b < c1 − c2 < bmaking the gcd(b, c1 − c2) = 1. We can obtain the value of
integers S and T using the extended Euclidean algorithm as shown below.

bS + (c1 − c2)T = 1.

It follows that,
m = mbS+(c1−c2)T mod N

= (mS)b(mc1−c2)T mod N

= (mS)b(z1/z2)
bT mod N

= (mS(z1/z2)
T )b mod N.

Since σ = ma, it is clear thatwe can obtain σ = mS(z1/z2)
T mod N as a signature onm. From this,

we can solve for the value of a. This clarifies that even with the same commitment, the challenge
and response will differ between transcripts. This proves the soundness condition.
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Similar to the GQ-IBI scheme in [8], our Blind GQ-IBI scheme achieves security against imper-
sonation through passive attacks, as stated in the following theorem. A Blind GQ-IBI scheme is
(t, qi, qh, ϵ)-secure under passive attacks if the 3 conditions are satisfied, where the impersonator
I can make at most qH random oracle queries.
Theorem 3.1. Suppose RSA is (t′, ϵ′)-secure. A Blind GQ-IBI Scheme is (t, qI , qH , ϵ)-secure under pas-
sive attacks, where,

t = (t′/2)− (qH + qI + 1).poly(k),

ϵ =
√

e.qI .ϵ′ + (1/b).

3.2 Impersonation through active and concurrent attacks (imp-aa,ca)

We use a modified version of the security proof proposed in [8] to prove that our scheme is
secure against impersonation through active and concurrent attacks. The one-more-RSA-inversion
problem, which is regularly applied in [3, 8], is used in our scheme to address the challenge of
proving security against active and concurrent attackers.
Theorem 3.2. Suppose the one-more-RSA-inversion problem is (t’,ϵ′)-hard. Then Blind GQ-IBI scheme
is (t,qI , qH , ϵ)-secure under active and concurrent attacks, where,

t′ = O(t), ϵ ≤
√
e(1 + qI)ϵ′ + (1/b).

Proof. Let I be an impersonator who (t, qI , qH , ϵ)-breaks the scheme. An algorithm is presented
whereM using (t′, ϵ′)- breaks the one-more-RSA-inversion problem by using I .

An algorithmM is constructed and it uses I with advantage (1/e(1+qI))(ϵ−1/b)2. Algorithm
M sets the systemparameters params = (N, b,H) based on the inputs (N, b). H is a randomoracle
used by M such that a random element W0 ∈ Z∗

N is obtained through queries of it’s challenge
oracle. Let j := 0.

In Phase 1, the following is how algorithmsM and I interact with each other where I collects
the information necessary to try impersonating an identity.

Random Oracle Queries Algorithm: M contains a list of tuples (IDi, Qi, fi, coini) which is used
when I queries H . This list is empty at the start. M responds as follows when I queries H(IDi):

1. Qi = H(IDi) is returned when IDi is already on the list.
2. If it is not on the list a random coin is generated, coini ∈ (0, 1) such that Pr[coini = 0] = δ.

δ is defined later.
3. If coini = 0, thenQi = f b

i mod N is generated. OtherwiseQi = W0f
b
i mod N is generated.

fi ∈ Z∗
N .

4. The tuple (IDi, Qi, fi, coini) is added. The response H(IDi) = Qi is sent to I .

Extraction Queries: An extraction query IDi is sent toM by I . M responds as follows:
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1. The randomoracleH is used to obtainQi = H(IDi)which corresponds to the tuple (IDi, Qi,
fi, coini). The One-more-RSA attack fails if coini = 1.

2. Else, it should be coini = 0 thus making Qi = f b
i mod N . In Blind GQ-IBI, Qi will be

blinded into Q̃i using a random variable r known only to the user such that Q̃i = Qi × rb.
Q̃i is sent to an Issuer who responds by generating a private key d̃i which is blinded.
d̃i = (Qi × rb)a = Qa

i . The user is able to deblind d̃i as he or she only knows r. Therefore,
the private key di = d̃i × r−1 = Qa

i × r × r−1 = Qa
i = fa×b

i mod N = fi mod N .

Identification Queries: Now I acts as a cheating Verifier whileM acts as the Prover whose identity
is IDi. The interaction between them is as follows:

1. The random oracle H is used to produce Qi = H(IDi) and (IDi, Qi, fi, coini) as the corre-
sponding tuple.

2. If coini = 0 then an extraction query is run by M to obtain the private key di which will be
known only to M .

3. If coini = 1 then j := j + 1. M issues a commitment to I to which I sends a challenge
cj ∈ (0, 1, ..., b − 1). M responds to the challenge Vj = (Wj(W0f

b
i )

cj )a = W a
j (W

a
0 fi)

cj

mod N .

In Phase 2, I after collecting enough information decides that Phase 1 is over. An identity ID
is selected by I to impersonate which will be challenged by M . First M runs the random oracle
model to obtain Q = H(ID) and the tuple (ID,Q, f, coin):

1. If coin = 0 then the one-more-RSA attack has failed. The algorithm will report failure and
terminate.

2. Otherwise, coin = 1making Q = W0f
b mod N .

Let Good be the event thatM has not failed until now. If the current value of j = n. Then,

• M has made n+ 1 queries to its challenge oracle and has obtained W0, . . . ,Wn.
• M has made n queries Vj = [Wj(W0f

b
i )

cj ]a mod N for j = 1, . . . , n.

Now M , runs I as a cheating prover whose identity is ID, making Q = H(ID) = W0f
b

mod N . I sends a commitment y to M who selects a challenge c ∈ 0, 1, . . . , b− 1 to return to I
who responds with z. After this, I is instructed to be reset such that the same commitment y is
sent toM . M selects and sends another challenge c′ ∈ 0, 1, . . . , b− 1 to which I responds with z′.

If both transcripts are accepted and c ̸= c′, then I can extract the inverse of W0 which w0. Since,
zb = y(W0f

b)c mod N,

(z′)b = y(W0f
b)c

′
mod N,

thus,
(z/z′)b = (W0f

b)c−c′ mod N.
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Since b is a prime and −b < c − c′ < b making the gcd(b, c − c′) = 1. We can obtain the value of
integers S and T using the extended Euclidean algorithm as shown below.

bS + (c− c′)T = 1.

It follows that,

W0f
b = (W0f

b)bS+(c−c′)T mod N

= (W0f
b)bS(W0f

b)(c−c′)T mod N

= (W0f
b)bS(z/z′)bT mod N

= [(W0f
b)S(z/z′)T ]b mod N.

This shows that (W0f
b)S(z/z′)T /f = WS

0 f bS−1(z/z′)T ( mod N). Using the Reset Lemma, we
can see that

Pr[M can compute w0 | Good ] ≥ (ϵ− 1/b)2.

Once w0 is obtained, M can compute, wj = Vj(w0fi)
−cj mod N for j = 1, . . . , n. To prove that

this computation yields the desired RSA-inverse we show that wb
j = Wj mod N . Since Vj is the

inverse of Wj(W0f
b
i )

cj and w0 is the inverse of W0,

wb
j = [Vj(w0fi)

−cj ]b mod N

= V b
j w

−bcj
0 f

−bcj
i mod N

= WjW
cj
0 f

bcj
j W

−cj
0 f

−bcj
i mod N

= Wj mod N.

Hence M wins the one-more-RSA-inversion problem. Therefore,

Pr[Mwins] = Pr[M computes w0 ∧ Good]

= Pr[M computes w0 | Good]

≥ (ϵ− 1/b)2Pr[Good].

P r[Good] remains to be calculated to complete the proof. If I makes a total of qI extraction
queries, then the probability thatM answers to all the extraction queries is δqI and the probability
that M does not abort when checking the validity of the challenge public identity ID submitted
by I , is 1− δ. Therefore, the probability thatM does not abort during the simulation is δqI (1− δ).
This value is maximized at δopt = 1− 1/(qI +1). Using δopt, the probability thatM does not abort
is at least 1/e(1+ qI). This is because the value (1− 1/(qI +1))qI approaches 1/e for large qI . This
shows that M ’s advantage ϵ′ is at least (1/e(1 + qI))(ϵ− 1/b)2 as required.

4 Conclusion

Ourwork proposes the first Blind GQ-IBI scheme provably secure in the random oracle model.
Our scheme is secure against impersonation through passive, active, and concurrent attacks. For
futurework, a discrete logarithmic-based version of thiswork could be explored for schemes based
on Elliptic Curve Cryptography. Our Blind GQ-IBI scheme can be further developed to be secure
in the standard model. Our scheme is well suited for real world applications like within building
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security systemswhere employees can use their smartphone to enter the building and its restricted
areas.
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